It can easily be shown that 1/VN~J-L( t1), '11)~1 [I].
J-L( t1), '11) where J-L (t1), '11) is the coherence between the bases t1) and '11: which provide bounds on the number of non-zero expansion coefficients in pairs of bases are not immediately relevant here. Instead, we characterize analog sparsity as the number of active generators that comprise a given representation, where the fth generator is said to be active if a.e [n] is not identically zero.
Considering expansions in two orthonormal bases, we show that the number of active generators in each representation obeys an uncertainty principle similar in spirt to that of finite decompositions. The key to establishing this relation is in defining the analog coherence between the two bases, by replacing the inner product in the finite setting by the largest spectral value of the sampled crosscorrelation between basis elements in the analog case. We next address the problem of sparse decomposition in an overcomplete dictionary consisting of two bases. In the finite setting, it can be shown that under certain conditions on the dictionary, a sparse decomposition can be found using computationally efficient algorithms. However, directly generalizing these results to the analog setting is challenging. By exploiting recent results on analog compressed sensing [II, 12, 13] we show that in certain cases an analog sparse decomposition can be found by solving a finite-dimensional convex problem.
In Section 2 we review the discrete uncertainty principle and introduce the class of analog signals we focus on. The analog uncertainty principle is formulated in Section 3. Sparse decompositions in two orthonormal analog bases are discussed in Section 4.
The uncertainty relation sets limits on the sparsity of the decomposition for any x. Specifically, let A == Iialia and B == Ilhlla denote the number of non-zero elements in both expansions. Then [2, 1] (A + B)~JAB~/1(:, 'I!)'
Discrete Uncertainty Principles
The generalized uncertainty principle is concerned with pairs of representations of a vector x E lRN in two different orthonormal bases [1, 2] : {cP.e, 1~f~N} and {'l/J.e, 1~f~N}. Any x can then be decomposed uniquely in terms of each one of these vector sets:
We consider uncertainty principles for analog signals that lie in a finitely-generated shift-invariant (SI) space. By adapting the notion of coherence defined for finite dictionaries to infinite SI representations, we develop an uncertainty principle similar in spirit to its finite counterpart. Building upon these results and similar work in the finite setting, we show how to find a sparse decomposition of an analog signal in an overcomplete dictionary by solving a convex optimization problem. The distinguishing feature ofour approach is the fact that even though the problem is defined over an infinite domain with infinitely many variables and constraints, under certain conditions on the dictionary spectrum our algorithm can find the sparsest representation by solving a finite dimensional problem.
Index Terms-Sparse decompositions, uncertainty principle. (I) .e=1 nEZ In recent years there has been a surge of research into discrete uncertainty relations in finite-dimensional bases [1, 2] . This work has been spurred in part by the relationship between sparse representations and compressed sensing [3, 4] . In particular, several works have shown that discrete uncertainty relations can be used to establish uniqueness of sparse decompositions. Furthermore, there is an intimate connection between uncertainty principles and the ability to recover sparse expansions via convex programming [1, 2, 5] .
Using redundant dictionaries can lead to sparse decompositions that use only few dictionary elements. However, finding a sparse expansion in practice is generally a difficult combinatorial problem. Two fundamental questions are how sparse a given signal can be represented, and whether this sparse expansion can be found efficiently. In recent years, several key papers have addressed both ofthese questions in a discrete setting, in which the signals to be represented are finite-length vectors [1, 2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 4] .
Our goal here is to extend these results to the analog domain by first deriving uncertainty relations for decompositions of analog signals in pa~rs of bases, and then suggesting concrete algorithms to decompose a continuous-time signal into a sparse expansion. In our development, we consider signals that lie in shift-invariant (SI) subspaces A of £2 [9, 10] [11, 13] . Here we continue this development by extending the discrete uncertainty relations to the analog domain.
In general, the number of zero sequences depends on the choice of basis. Suppose we have an alternative representation (13) 
where {'ljJ£(t)} also generate an orthonormal basis for A. An interesting question is whether there are limitations on A and B. This question is addressed in the next section and leads to an analog uncertainty principle, similar to (3) .
As in the discrete setting we expect to be able to use fewer generators in a SI expansion by allowing for an overcomplete dictionary. In particular, if we expand x (t) using both sets of orthonormal bases we may be able to reduce the number of sequences in the decomposition. The problem is how to find such a sparse representation in practice. In Section 4 we show that despite the combinatorial complexity and infinite dimensions of the problem, under certain conditions on the bases functions, we can recover a sparse decomposition by solving a finite-dimensional convex optimization problem. (15) (17)
(t), 'ljJ(t) with Fourier transforms <I>(w) , \lJ(w),
We begin by developing an analog uncertainty principle for signals in SI subspaces. Specifically, we show that the minimal number of sequences required to express x(t) in terms of any two orthonormal bases has to satisfy the same inequality (3) 
UNCERTAINTY RELATIONS IN SI SPACES
where An interesting question is how small J-t( <I>, \lJ) can be made by appropriately choosing the bases. From Theorem 1 the smaller J-t( <I> , \lJ), the stronger the restriction on the sparsity in both decompositions. As we will see in Section 4, such a limitation is helpful in recovering the true sparse coefficients. (8) . Then
J-t(ep
In order to guarantee a unique stable representation ofany signal in A, the generators ¢£(t) are chosen to form a Riesz basis for £2.
This means that there exists constants Q > 0 and f3 < 00 such that
Given an orthonormal basis {¢£ (t -nT)} for A, the unique
). This can be seen by taking the inner product of x(t) in (1) with ¢£(t -mT) and using (10).
In the finite-dimensional setting, sparsity is defined as the number of non-zero coefficients in a given basis. However, in an analog decomposition of the form (1), there are in general infinitely many coefficients. Instead, we measure analog sparsity by the number of generators needed to represent x (t). In other words, some of the sequences a£ [n] in (1) 
Our main interest is in expansions of a signal x(t) in a SI subspace A of £2 in terms of orthonormal bases for A. The generators {¢£ (t)} of A form an orthonormal basis if (¢£(t -nT), ¢r(t -mT)) = 8nrn8£r, (10) where the notation 1£1 = A means a sum over at most A elements.
Evidently, sparsity is defined by the energy of the entire sequence aR [n] and not be the values of the individual elements.
x(t) = L L a£[n]¢£(t -nT),
I£I=A nEZ (12) 4. RECOVERY OF SPARSE REPRESENTATIONS
Discrete Representations
One of the important implications of the discrete uncertainty principle is its relation with sparse approximations [1, 2, 7, 8] . Given two orthonormal bases tf.-, \II for~N an interesting question is whether 1-4244-2482-5/08/$20.00 ©2008 IEEEone can reduce the number of non-zero expansion coefficients by decomposing x E lRN in terms of the concatenated dictionary
In many cases such a representation can be much sparser than the decomposition in either of the bases alone. Finding a sparse expansion x = D1' in which l' has as few non-zero components as possible can be translated into the combinatorial optimization problem The second more fundamental question is how to find a unique sparse representation when it exists. We may attempt to develop a solution by replacing the f o norm in (24) by an f 1 norm, as in the finite-dimensional case. However, in practice, it is not clear how to solve the resulting problem since it is defined over an infinite set of variables "Ydn], and has infinitely many constraints (for all t).
In Section 4.4 we show that (24) can be converted into an equivalent finite-dimensional problem when M cP1P (e jW ) can be written as
Problem (24) is the analog version of (19). However, in addition to being combinatorial as its finite counterpart, (24) also has infinitely many variables and constraints. In order to extend the finitedimensional decomposition results to the analog domain, we need to address whether there is a unique sparse representation for any input signal in a given dictionary, and how (24) can be solved in practice, despite the combinatorial complexity and infinite dimensions.
The uniqueness condition of Proposition 1 can be readily extended to the analog case, since its proof is based on the uncertainty relation (3) which is identical to (15) Our main result is that under the condition (25) we can convert (24) into a multiple measurement vector (MMV) problem in which our goal is to represent a set of m vectors Xl, ... ,X m using a finitedimensional dictionary D = [I A] with common sparsity, namely the non-zero elements in the expansion of the m vectors are all supported on a fixed location set. In order to develop these results, in the next section we review the MMV model and a recently developed generalization to the case in which it is desirable to jointly decompose infinitely many vectors Xi in terms of a given dictionary D. This extension is referred to as the infinite measurement model (IMV) [12] . In Section 4.4 we show how these ideas can be used to find the sparsest decomposition in a SI subspace when (25) holds, by first solving a finite-dimensional convex optimization problem. v!2 -0.5 111' 110 < j..t(-P, '11) , ( 
21) then the unique sparse representation can be found by solving (20).
As detailed in [1, 2] , the proof of Proposition 1 follows from the generalized discrete uncertainty principle.
Another useful result on dictionaries with low coherence is that (27) then the unique sparse representation can be found by solving (26) with any vector norm.
The MMV model has been recently generalized to the IMV case in which there are infinitely many vectors X of length N, and infinitely many coefficient vectors,:
Analog Dictionaries
We now return to the analog decomposition problem (24) and show how to exploit the results presented in the previous section on IMV models in order to find the sparsest SI expansion by solving a finitedimensional problem. Our approach is comprised of three steps:
1. Convert (24) into an IMV system.
2. Use the reduction from IMV to MMV in order to find the active generators df (t), I! E 8. 3. Invert the system of equations over 8.
The last two steps were detailed in the previous section. It remains to show how (24) can be transformed into an IMV.
We begin by noting that since {¢f (t)} generate an orthonormal basis for A, x (t) is uniquely determined by the N sequences has a unique k-sparse solution U whose row support is equal 8. This allows to avoid the infinite structure of (28) and to concentrate on finding 8 by solving the single MMV system of (31). The solution can be determined using an I!1 relaxation of the form (26) with V replacing X, as long as the conditions of Proposition 4 hold.
In practice, an appropriate matrix V can be constructed by first forming the matrix Q = JAEA x('x)x H ('x)dA. Every Y satisfying Q = yyH will then have a column span equal to span(x(A)) [12] .
where A is some set whose cardinality can be infinite and uncountable, such as the set of frequencies w E [-n, n). The k-sparse IMV model assumes that the vectors {,(,X) }, which we denote for brevity by ,(A), share a joint sparsity pattern, so that the non-zero elements are all supported on a fixed location set of size k [12] . A major difficulty with the IMV model is that it is not clear how to determine the entire solution, (A) since there are infinitely many equations to solve. In [12] it was shown that (28) can be converted to a finite MMV without loosing any information by a set of operations that are referred to as the continuous-to-finite (CTF) block. The essential idea is to first recover the support of, (A), namely the non-zero location set, by solving a finite MMV, and then reconstruct ,(A) from the data x(A) and the knowledge of the support, which we denote by 8. The reason for this separation is that once 8 is known, (28) becomes invertible when the coherence is low enough. 
the vectors with elements Our sparse recovery problem (32) where r(t) is the convolution r(t) = ¢(-t) * x(t). Therefore, constraining x(t) is equivalent restricting Cf [n] . Taking the inner products on both sides of (24) with respect to ¢f (t -nT) leads to
The minimization in (36) is very similar to the IMV problem (28). Indeed, we seek a set of vectors, with joint sparsity that have the smallest number of non-zero rows, and satisfy an infinite set of linear matrix relations. However, in contrast to (28), the matrix here depends on w. If M¢1/J (e jW ) has the form (25), then (36) can be converted to a finite MMV problem. Indeed, let the first N elements of ,(e jW ) be denoted by a(e jW ) and the remaining N elements by b(e jW ). Then In this paper, we extended the recent line of work on generalized uncertainty principles to the analog domain, by considering sparse representations in SI bases. We showed that there is a fundamental limit on the ability to sparsely represent an analog signal in an infinite-dimensional SI space in two orthonormal bases. The sparsity bound is similar to that obtained in the finite-dimensional discrete setting with an appropriate measure of coherence. We then treated the problem of sparsely representing an analog signal in an overcomplete dictionary. Building upon the uncertainty principle and some of the recent works in the area of compressed sensing for analog signals, we showed that under certain conditions on the Fourier domain representation of the dictionary, the sparsest representation can be found by solving a finite-dimensional convex optimization problem. This is possible by first sampling the analog signal in a lossless manner. Exploiting the Fourier domain representation of the dictionary together with recent results on infinite measurement models, the problem is converted to finite dimensions.
with k = Ila112,O + Ilbll2,o satisfying k < (J2 -0.5)/j.t((P, \11). 
